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What Factors Affect Income Inequality?
Cayleigh Brassfield, Emmaly Slattery, Jadyn Snyder, Fort Hays State University
Kuznets Curve

Abstract

VARIABLES

A major issue impacting the economy today is income
inequality. Our research examines the relationship that
income inequality has on gross domestic product (GDP)
and other contributing factors. Contrary to popular belief,
income inequality may not be good for an economy. Low
levels of inequality have a positive correlation with
economic growth while high levels have a negative one.
Our research analyzes the differences in income
inequality between regions. Indicators from the world
bank will be analyzed to validate our expectations.
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Data & Methodology

credit

This regression will be estimated using OLS. Each of our
variables were obtained from the world bank. The
regression has a total of 796 observations and spans
from 1979 to 2018. We created a dummy variable to
compare the effects of income inequality between
different regions. The Gini coefficient is measured from 0
to 100, with 0 representing perfect equality and 100
representing perfect inequality.

1.regionname

Selected Results
All of the variables are significant; however tax revenue and
inflation are close enough to be of concern at the 5% significance
level. Most of the relationships between the Gini coefficient and
the selected variables followed our expectations. There was
evidence of the Kuznets curve (See graph above). The table to
the left shows the marginal effect of each variable. Contrary to
our prediction, secondary education was of less economic
importance than primary education. The credit variable also
varied from our expectations. As credit increases, the Gini
coefficient increased, resulting in more income inequality.

Conclusion
Our research explored the relationship between income
inequality with GDP and other contributing variables. We also
studied the differences of income inequality between countries.
Our research aligned with previous studies and literature. The
regression model only encountered problems of
multicollinearity with the GDP variable. This is understandable
since GDP and income inequality have similar contributing
factors. Due to limited time, we were not able fully examine
income inequality and its effect on the economy.
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Regression – Effect on GINI Coefficient
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Constant

Observations
R-squared

1,452
1,137
796
0.212
0.417
0.483
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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